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ESFB is available at a P/B of 1.27x and a P/E of 14x for
FY20, which is attractive among the listed Small Finance
Banks. Thus, we recommend subscribing to the issue for
listing and long-term gains by considering its valuations
and huge untapped potential in the segment of finance
with which ESFB is associated.
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About the Company :
Equitas Small Finance Bank (ESFB) was originally incorporated
as ‘V.A.P. Finance Private Limited’ on June 21, 1993 at
Madras. Thereafter the name has been changed to Equitas
Finance Limited. The promoter of the bank, Equitas Holdings
Limited (EHIL) was granted the RBI approval to establish small
finance bank in 2015. Subsequently, Equitas Small Finance
Bank has commenced its operations from September 5, 2016.
The Bank is the second largest SFB in terms of AUM, behind
AU SFB. In terms of deposit, the Bank is the second largest
with deposits of ₹ 90.1 billion, behind AU SFB with deposits of
₹ 194.2 billion. As of June 30, 2020, ESFB had 856 Banking
Outlets and 322 ATMs spread across 17 states and union territories in India.
ESFB has requested RBI in-principle approval to undertake a
merger of EHIL with ESFB and dilute EHIL’s shareholding in
the bank (post completion of 5 years lock-in mandated by
RBI) pursuant to such merger. ESFB is waiting for the RBI inprinciple approval.

Issue details
Price Band (in ` per share)

32-33

Issue size (in ` Crore)

510-518

Fresh Issue (in ` Crore)
Offer for Sale (in ` Crore)

280
230-238

Total number of shares (lakhs)

1595.00-1568.48

Issue open date

20-10-2020

Issue close date

22-10-2020

Tentative date of Allotment

27-10-2020

Tentative date of Listing

02-11-2020

Offer Allocation
No. of shares for Eligible Employees (lakhs)
No. of shares for Eligible EHL
Shareholders (lakhs)

QIB-50 %, Retail— 35%,
NII-15%
3.12-3.03
159.37-154.54

Minimum order quantity

450

Face value (in `)

10

Amount for retail investors
(1 lot)
Maximum number of shares
for Retail investors at lower
Band
Maximum number of shares
for Retail investors at upper
band
Maximum amount for retail
investors at lower Bandupper band (in `)
Exchanges to be listed on

14400-14850
5850(13 Lots)

5850(13 Lots)

187200-193050
BSE, NSE

Promoters
Equitas Holdings Limited

Objective of the Offer


To augment the Bank’s Tier – 1 capital base to meet future capital requirements



To achieve the benefits of listing the Equity Shares



To carry out the Offer for Sale of up to 7,20,00,000 Equity Shares by the Selling Shareholders
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Brief Financials
Particulars (Rs. Cr)

Q1FY21 #

FY20

FY19

FY18

Deposits
Advances
Net Interest Income
PBT
Net Profit
CRAR Basel – III (%)
NIM (%)
RONW (%)
EPS
BVPS
P/B *

11787
14388
4042
73.68
57.67
22.02
2.16
2.07
0.55
26.47
1.25

10788
13747
14953
350.94
243.64
23.61
9.11
8.92
2.39
25.92
1.27

9006
11594
11517
323.74
210.57
22.45
8.55
9.40
2.09
22.28
N/A

5604
7706
8605
48.51
31.83
29.60
9.02
1.57
0.32
20.18
N/A

P/E *

15.00 ^
13.80
N/A
N/A
*Calculated at the upper band, ^ P/E is annualized, # Ratios calculated for Q1FY21 are not annualized

Industry Review

Canara Bank Securities Ltd

SMALL FINANCE BANKING INDUSTRY
Despite of various measures taken by the Government to increase financial penetration in India, a significant percentage
of India’s population does not have access to basic financial services. In order to promote financial inclusion, the Indian
banking industry has seen several changes in recent years. In 2013, the RBI constituted a committee that recommended
differential licensing in the form of payment bank and SFB. Accordingly, on November 27, 2014, the RBI has released
guidelines for a new class of banking entity, ‘small finance banks’, to cater to the diverse needs of the low income
group. Further, on September 16, 2015, the RBI awarded SFB licenses to 10 players on account of the Government’s
focus towards financial inclusion and inclusive banking. Out of the 10 SFBs, there were eight microfinance players, one
local area bank and one NBFC. The objective of SFB’s is to extend banking services to the underserved and unserved
population through savings instruments, and provide credit to small business units, small and marginal farmers, micro
and small industries, and other unorganized sector.

Growth drivers
Sizeable market opportunity and credit at affordable rates: Due to the size of India’s population and the lack of formal
banking services for a significant section of India’s population, driving financial inclusion has been a key priority for the
Government. The banking system and PSL have been the most popular channels to bring the majority of India’s population under formal credit institutions. However, despite the rapid expansion in the scale of the institutions, several
households continued to face difficulties in accessing credit facilities. Thus Small Finance Banks’ has a huge potential to
provide credit to the poor at affordable rates to drive growth for SFBs in India.
Availability of funds at cheaper rates: The ability to accept deposits through CASA and other retail deposits would provide SFBs a cheap source of funding which would help them in competing with NBFCs. Further, with the low cost of
funds, SFBs would aim to expand their product portfolio and provide competitive rates in the market. In addition, with
the further expansion of SFBs in underserved regions, the deposit base is expected to further increase and will help in
expanding their asset side portfolio. Accordingly, SFBs will hold an advantage over NBFCs.
Industry growth and outlook for SFBs
SFBs have grown at a CAGR of 26% from Fiscal 2016 to Fiscal 2019, in terms of assets under management (AUM). Top
three SFBs accounted for 64% of the total SFB AUM in Fiscal 2019, compared to 53% in Fiscal 2016. These top three SFBs
recorded a CAGR of 34% from Fiscal 2016 to Fiscal 2019.

Source: Company, CBSL
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In the last three years, SFBs have shifted their focus from microfinance to other products, but the core customer focus is
not likely to change owing to regulatory norms. Going forward, SFBs will have to focus on small ticket size lending to
financially underserved and unserved segments (loans below ₹ 2.5 million have to form at least 50% of loan book). The
MFIs that converted into SFBs are expected to further diversify and expand their loan book beyond microfinance loans
by focusing on allied segment loans such as MSME loans, affordable housing finance, gold loans, commercial vehicle/
non-commercial vehicle loans and two-wheeler loans.
Overall deposits base of SFBs grew by 109% year-on-year in Fiscal 2019: In the last one year, all SFBs have focused on
increasing their deposit base immediately after commencement of their operations. Overall deposit base of SFBs has
grown by 109% to around ₹ 555 billion in Fiscal 2019. However, the CASA deposit reduced from 24% in Fiscal 2018 to
20% in Fiscal 2019.

Source: Company, CBSL
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Source: Company RHP, CBSL
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Company Review
ESFB was the largest SFB in India in terms of number of banking outlets, and the second largest SFB in India in terms of
assets under management and total deposits in Fiscal 2019. (Source: CRISIL Report). The bank provides wide range of
credit facilities which includes small business loans comprising LAPs, housing loans, agriculture loans to microentrepreneurs, microfinance to JLGs predominantly comprising women, used and new commercial vehicle loans to drivers and micro-entrepreneurs typically engaged in logistics, MSE loans to proprietorships, and corporate loans.
On the liability side, the bank target customers comprise mass and mass-affluent individuals to whom they offer current
accounts, salary accounts, savings accounts, and a variety of deposit accounts. In addition, the bank also provides noncredit offerings comprising of ATM-cum-debit cards, third party insurance, mutual fund products, and issuance of
FASTags.
The bank has witnessed the second fastest growth in deposits from Fiscal 2018 to Fiscal 2019 (Source: CRISIL Report).
The deposits have grown at a CAGR of 38.75% from ₹56,039.73 million as of March 31, 2018 to ₹107,884.05 million as
of March 31, 2020. As of March 31, 2019, the CASA ratio was the second highest among SFBs in India, and retail deposits to total deposits ratio was the third highest among SFBs in India (Source: CRISIL Report). As of June 30, 2020, the
CASA ratio and retail deposits to total deposits ratio was 19.97% and 37.13%, respectively.

Highlights of Equitas Small Finance Bank

Canara Bank Securities Ltd

 Equitas is the second largest SFB in terms of asset under management (AUM) and total deposits
 Equitas witnessed the second fastest growth in deposits, only behind Fincare SFB
 Equitas has the largest number of banking outlets
 Equitas SFB has the second highest CASA ratio; and third highest proportion of retail deposits in total deposits
 Equitas is third best in terms of advances per employee and fourth best in terms of deposits generated per employee

Customer centric organization with a deep understanding of the unserved and underserved
customer segments
The bank is engaged in promoting financial inclusion, beginning from operations in 2007 as an NBFC providing microfinance loans through EMFL. The bank has been providing vehicle finance and MSE finance through the Erstwhile NBFC
that received its asset finance license in 2012, primarily to economically disadvantaged households. While the business
model has transitioned over the years, the provision of sustainable credit to unserved and underserved segments has
remained core focus. Thus, as of June 30, 2020, advances to the unserved and underserved segments represented
89.12% of Gross Advances. ESFB has immense experience of handling the micro finance customers as they don’t have
formal documentation. Thus, assessment of the borrower becomes challenging by considering the borrower’s land,
cattle, and cash flow patterns. The bank also provides savings and investment options for the customers which match
with the customers’ needs.

Diversified asset portfolio
ESFB’s asset products include provision of small business loans comprising LAPs, housing loans, agriculture loans, microfinance to JLGs, used and new commercial vehicle loans, gold loans, MSE loans, and corporate loans. The Micro Finance
and Vehicle Finance segment contribution to total advances has come down to 23.53% and 24.47% in FY20 from 28.44%
and 28.20% in FY18. In contrast the Small business Loans, MSE Finance, and Corporate Finance contribution has increased to 40.86%, 4.36%, and 5.32% in FY20 from 33.64%, 0.10%, and 3.15% in FY18 respectively. The bank is moving
in right direction of diversifying their portfolio to insulate from counter cyclical impacts across economic cycles.

Source: Company, CBSL
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Strong retail liability portfolio
As of March 31, 2019, ESFB was the second largest and second fastest growing SFB in India in terms of total deposits
(Source: CRISIL Report). The total deposit has grown at a CAGR of 38.75% from ₹56,039.73 million as of March 31, 2018
to ₹107,884.05 million as of March 31, 2020, and was ₹117,871.27 million as of June 30, 2020. The retail deposit has
grown at a CAGR of 143.53% from ₹6,426.29 million as of March 31, 2018 to ₹38,112.87 million as of March 31, 2020
and was ₹43,771.18 million as of June 30, 2020. The ratio of the retail deposits to total deposits in Fiscal 2018, 2019 and
2020 and the three months ended June 30, 2020 was 16.20%, 24.30%, 44.42% and 46.40% respectively. The bank has
the wide distribution network across India to attract the retail deposit base. As of June 30, 2020, ESFB had 856 Banking
Outlets and 322 ATMs spread across 17 states and union territories in India.

Asset Quality remains stable

Canara Bank Securities Ltd

The bank’s risk management and credit evaluation processes, together with ability to evaluate risk, has enabled to contain NPAs, restructured standard asset and special mention accounts category 2 levels. As of June 30, 2020, the Gross
NPAs were ₹4,166.65 million, or 2.68% of Gross Advances (including IBPC issued), and Net NPAs were ₹2,133.71 million,
or 1.48% of net Advances. ESFB risk management measures as well as strong financial performance enabled to improve
bank’s credit rating. The bank’s Certificate of Deposit (CD) programme has the highest rating of CRISIL A1+ and longterm borrowings and non-convertible debentures/subordinated debt have both been rated CRISIL A+/ Stable.

Collection Efficiencies and Moratorium Information
ESFB’s collection performance has been improving since the introduction of lockdowns due to Coronavirus pandemic.
The collection percentage has improved from April lows of 10.96% to 83.42% in August month. Total 36.24% of borrowers have availed moratorium till August 2020, which was 51.17% in June 2020. Used Commercial Vehicle Finance segment has the highest moratorium percentage of 54.57% till August 2020, while Corporate advances has the lowest moratorium percentage of 13.69%.

Risk Factors
Compliances with Regulatory requirements: The banking is highly regulated sector with stringent licensing norms. The
bank has to obtain and regularly renew certain licenses or registrations from various Central Government and State
Government statutes and legislations. Any deviation of compliance may attract serious penalties including cancellation
of licenses. The RBI has issued the SFB guidelines in 2014, where ESFB has requested for certain relaxations along with
other Small Finance Banks. However, the decision is yet be taken by the RBI. Any unfavorable decision by the regulator
may have negative impact on the bank.
COVID-19 pandemic prolonged weakness: COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the business environment and cash flows.
Any further lockdowns due to second wave of COVID-19 may further delay the recovery prospects. Moreover, the Government along with the regulators have announced many supportive measures to boost the demand as well as protect
stressful sectors. However, the outcome is yet to be witnessed. Prolonged weakness in the business sentiment may adversely affect the cash flows and may worsen the asset quality. Moreover, EFSB customer base is mostly engaged in the
informal sector, which is prone to more defaults in the down cycles of the economy. As of June 30, 2020, unsecured
loans represented 24.25% of Gross Advances.
Operational Risk: Unlike regular banks, Small Finance Banks have extensive use of cash transactions due to its underserved customer base. Thus, its susceptible to operational risks, including fraud, petty theft and embezzlement, which
could harm the reputation, results of operations and financial position. During Fiscal 2018, 26 cases of fraud involving
₹20.43 million, during Fiscal 2019, 22 cases of fraud involving ₹24.32 million and during Fiscal 2020, 47 cases of fraud
involving ₹21.91 million were reported to the RBI.
Source: Company RHP, CBSL
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Heavy Competition: The banking and financing sector in India is highly competitive and ESFB face competition in all our
principal areas of business. The RBI has issued Guidelines for On-Tap Licensing of SFBs in the Private Sector on December 5, 2019, which permits applicants to apply for SFB license to the RBI at any time, subject to fulfilment of certain eligibility criteria and other conditions. This may increase the competition among the Small Finance Banks.
The bank face significant organized competition from other SFBs, NBFCs, microfinance institutions and cooperative
banks which have significant presence in rural areas, public sector banks, private sector banks, housing finance companies and other financial services companies in India. In addition, many of the potential customers in economically weaker segments do not have access to any form of organized institutional lending, and rely on loans from informal sources,
especially moneylenders, landlords, local shopkeepers and traders, at higher interest rates.

Peer Comparison

Canara Bank Securities Ltd

Company (FY20)

FV (₹)

Equitas Small Finance Bank Ltd
AU Small Finance Bank Ltd
Ujjivan Small Finance Bank Ltd
Bandhan Bank
Credit Access Grameen
Spandana Sphoorty Financial Ltd

^

10
10
10
10
10

Total Income (₹ In
Crore)
2,927.80
4,991.98
3,025.81
12,434.69
1,705.48

10

1,469.51

Basic EPS

P/E*

P/B*

RONW
(%)

NAV (₹)

2.39
22.78
2.19
18.78
23.2

13.81
32.05
14.09
16.66
28.75

1.27
5.08
1.78
3.44
3.58

8.92
15.45
11.71
20.64
12.43

25.9
143.6
17.29
90.98
186.43

56.21

9.70

1.33

13.38

408.29

*P/E & P/B ratio based on closing market price as on October 16th, 2020, ^ Consolidated, remaining Standalone

Our Views
Equitas Small Finance Bank provides a wide range of banking services to the underserved population of India. ESFB has
shown robust growth in terms of both advances as well as deposits since its commencement of operations in 2016. The
Small Finance Bank has well diversified its asset portfolio and at the same time able to bring down its cost of funds by
attracting a sizeable deposit base.
However, the bank is in the highly competitive and rapidly changing financial sector of the country. Moreover, the regulatory compliance has become an overhang due to various proposals of ESFB are pending with the regulators. Any decision which is not in favour of ESFB may create panic among the shareholders, which has happened since the regulator
disapproval of the reverse merger of ESFB with its non-operating parent holding company.
ESFB is available at a P/B of 1.27x and a P/E of 14x for FY20, which is attractive among the listed Small Finance Banks.
Thus, we recommend subscribing to the issue for listing and long-term gains by considering its valuations and huge untapped potential in the segment of finance with which ESFB is associated.
Sources: Company Website and Red Herring Prospectus
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Analyst Certification
We/I, Spandan, PGPSM, Research Analysts, authors and the names subscribed to this report, hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this research report
accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer (s) or securities. We also certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related
to the specific recommendation (s) or view (s) in this report. It is also confirmed that above mentioned Analysts of this report have not received any compensation
from the companies mentioned in the report in the preceding twelve months and do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the companies mentioned in the
report.

Disclosures and Disclaimers

Expected Absolute Returns over 12 months:
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BUY - More than +10%
HOLD - Between -10% to 10%
REDUCE - Below -10%
CANARA BANK SECURITIES LTD (CBSL), a wholly owned subsidiary of CANARA BANK, is a SEBI registered intermediary offering broking services to its institutional and retail clients, we also run a proprietary trading desk. CBSL is member of BSE & NSE. Neither CBSL nor its associates (i) have any financial interest in the
company which is the subject matter of this research report (ii) holds ownership of one percent or more in the securities of subject company (iii) have any material
conflict of interest at the time of publication of the report (iv) have received any compensation from the subject company in the past twelve months (v) have received
any compensation for investment banking merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past twelve months (vi) have received any compensation for product or services from the subject company in the past twelve months (vii) have received any compensation or other benefits from the subject company or third party in connection with the research report. (viii) Research Analyst involved in the preparation of Research report discloses that he /she has not served
as an officer, director, or employee of subject company( ix) is involved in market making activity of the company.
We shall adhere to SEBI guidelines from time to time.
We may have earlier issued or may issue in future reports on the companies covered herein with recommendations/ information inconsistent or different those made
in this report. We may rely on information barriers, such as "Chinese Walls" to control the flow of information contained in one or more areas within us, or other areas, units, groups or affiliates of CBSL. The Research Desk does not solicit any action based on the material contained herein. It is for the general information of the
clients / prospective clients of CBSL. CBSL will not treat recipients as clients by virtue of their receiving the research report. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of clients / prospective clients. Similarly, the Research Desk does
not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation/circumstances and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive it. The securities discussed in the report may not be suitable for all investors. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor's individual
circumstances and objectives. Persons who may receive the research report should consider and independently evaluate whether it is suitable for his/ her/their particular circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional/financial advice. And such person shall be responsible for conducting his/her/their own investigation and
analysis of the information contained or referred to in the research report and of evaluating the merits and risks involved in the securities forming the subject matter
of the reports. All projections and forecasts in research reports have been prepared by our research team.
The client should not regard the inclusion of the projections and forecasts described herein as a representation or warranty by CBSL For these reasons; The client
should only consider the projections and forecasts described in the research reports after carefully evaluating all of the information in the report, including the assumptions underlying such projections and forecasts. Past performance is not a guide for future performance. Future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of original capital may occur. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to
change without notice. We do not provide tax advice to our clients, and all investors are strongly advised to consult regarding any potential investment. CBSL or its
research team involved in the preparation of the research reports, accept no liabilities for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of these reports. The
technical levels and trend etc mentioned in our reports are purely based on some technical charts/levels plotted by software used by us and these charts/levels are
believed to be reliable. No representation or warranty, express or implied is made that it is accurate or complete. The recommendation expressed in the reports may
be subject to change. The recommendations or information contained herein do/does not constitute or purport to constitute investment advice in publicly accessible
media and should not be reproduced, transmitted or published by the recipient. This research reports are for the use and consumption of the recipient only. This
publication may not be distributed to the public used by the public media without the express written consent of CBSL. The Research reports or any portion hereof
may not be printed, sold or distributed without the written consent of CBSL. The research report is strictly confidential and is being furnished to client solely for client’s information, may not be distributed to the press or other media and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. The opinions and projections
expressed herein are entirely based on certain assumptions & calculations and are given as part of the normal research activity of CBSL and are given as of this
date and may be subject to change. Any opinion estimate or projection herein constitutes a view as of the date of this report and there can be no assurance that
future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, estimate or projection. The report has not been prepared by or in conjunction with or on behalf of or
at the instigation of, or by arrangement with the company or any of its directors or any other person. Any opinions and projections contained herein are entirely
based on certain assumptions and calculations. None of the directors of the company or any other persons in the research team accepts any liability whatsoever for
any loss arising from any use of the research report or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. The information contained herein is not intended for
publication or distribution or circulation in any manner whatsoever and any unauthorized reading, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is
prohibited unless otherwise expressly authorized. Please ensure that the client has read “Risk Disclosure Document for Capital Market and Derivatives Segments”
as prescribed by Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) before investing in Securities Market. Please remember that investment in stock market is subject to
market risk and investors/traders need to do study before taking any position in the market.
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